The Young African Research Arena (YARA) is a research-oriented forum which aims at giving the younger generation of Africans an early opportunity to explore and develop their academic potential and express their hitherto neglected views on contemporary local, regional and global issues. As part of its efforts to achieve its vision of encouraging an increasingly intellectual approach to development in Africa, the YARA team publishes this student-content journal.

The Young African Research Journal is a bi-annual publication that seeks contributions from young writers all over the African continent. Articles for publication centre on topics in politics, law, policy and development. A call for submissions is sent out with every issue of the journal, but submissions are also accepted on a rolling basis.

Visit our website at www.yararena.org

Follow us on Twitter (@The_Yararena) & on Facebook (Yararena)
Hundreds of thousands of African students across the continent write academic papers based on ‘direct’ research and a contextual understanding of the African reality. After the papers are graded, they are relegated to the bottom drawers and hard drives of budding African intellectuals.

The Young African Research Arena provides options for publishing those papers under an open license that allows colleagues and educators all over the world to access and use your material.

The Young African Research Arena licenses its content under Creative Commons (www.creativecommons.org) licenses, allowing students and educators across the world to access, reuse and adapt the work for the furtherance of research and education with a homegrown African content.

You can publish your paper in The Repository of our Resource Centre, which seeks to build a collection of academic papers by African students from institutions across the continent. More information on how to make submissions is available on the website.

You can also publish your paper in our journal, the Young African Research Journal (YARJ), which is reviewed by African scholars and edited to the highest standard for publication. The journal also publishes papers by renowned and accomplished African academics and practitioners in our Veterans’ Corner. A Call for Submissions is available on the website.

Visit our website at www.yararena.org and get started unleashing your academic potential!